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and then vanisheth away." There need be no lack of Inemen.

toes to remind one, as I was this day reminded by the passage

in Thomson, what a transitory shadow man is, compared with

the old earth which he inhabits, and how fleeting his pleasures,

contrasted with the stable features of the scenes amid which,

for a few brief seasons, he enjoys them.

The. landscape from the hill-top could not have been seen to

greater advantage, had I waited for months to pick out their

best day. The far Welsh mountains, though lessened in the

distance to a mere azure ripple, that but barely roughened the

line of the horizon, were as distinctly defined in the clear

atmosphere as the green luxuriant leafage in the foreground,

which harmonized so exquisitely with their blue. The line

extended from far beyond the Shropshire Wrekin on the right,

to far beyond the Worcestershire Malverns on the left. Im

mediately at the foot of the eminence stands the mansion-house

of Hagley,
- the "Hall," where the "hospitable genius lingers

still; "- a large, solid-looking, but somewhat sombre edifice,

built of the New Red Sandstone on which it rests, and. which

too much reminds one, from its peculiar tint, of the prevailing

red brick of the district. There was a gay party of cricket

players on the lawn. In front, Lord Lyttelton, a fine-looking

young man, stripped of coat and waistcoat, with his bright

white shirt puffed out at his waistband, was sending the ball

far beyond bound, amid an eager party, consisting chiefly, as

the gardener informed me, of tenants and tenants' sons; and

the cheering sounds of shout and laughter came merrily up
the

hill. Beyond the house rises a noble screen of wood, composed

of some of the tallest and finest trees in England. Here and

there the picturesque cottages of the neighboring village peep

through; and then, on and away to the far horizon, there

spreads out a close-wrought net-work of fenced fields, that, as
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